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ABSTRACT

Comprtter networks were prinnrily used by wiaersittl resenrches fttr sending email, and by corporate
eruplotlees for sluring pinters. Llttder these conditions, seurrity did not get a lot of attentiort. But now, Lt:

nillions of ordinary citizens are u-*ing netuorks .for bnnking, slnTtpirtg, nnd filing their tnx retnrns.
nehuork sectLrity is looning on the horizott ns a potentially nmssit,e problert.In tlrc fotlowing sectiotts, rt,t
r.t'ill study netutork seurittl from sezteral angles, point out tTltntel'olts pitfalls, and protocols.for making
nefu-trorks more secLffe .

Netuoork security problents carL be diaided roughhl hfto forr intertutinetl areas: secrec.V, cruthenticatiott,
Non-repudiation, and integrity corttrol. Secrecy has to do z.oith keeping information ottt of lwnds o.t

nutltorized users. This is whst uwnlltl comes to ruind ruhen people tl*rk oborrt netToork seutrity.
Authentication deals zoith determining wlnm yolt are talking to before reuenling sensitioe information ttr
entering into abusiness deal.

ln tlrc nett.oork layers, firewalls nre installed to keep packets irt or keep packets ottt. ln the transport lryer
entite connections cnnbe encrypted, end-to-end, thst is, process to process. To tttckle tlrcse problerns, tlrc
solutions must be in tlrc npplicntion layer, uthich is rolry tlLese are beutg stttrlietl m tlris paper.

Netroork seatrity is becoming nrore and more crucial ns tlrc ottlurrre tt.i tlata lteing etchanged on the
Intenrct increases.Wuu people use the Intentet, they lnue certnirt erpectatiorts. They expect cortfidentiality
and the data integritrl. 'llrcy toatrt to be nble to identfil tlrc settder o.{ n trtessnge. T}rct1 romtt to be able tc
proue that a fircssage lms in fact sent by a certain sender euen if tlrc sclttler denies it.

INTRODUCTION

What is a Network?

A network has been defined[1] as any set of interlinking lines resembling a net, a
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network of roads | | an interconnected s1'stem, a netr,r,ork of alliances." This definition
suits our purpose well: a computer netrt ork is simpl-v a system of interconnected
computers. How thev're connected is irreler,ant, and as we'll soon see, there are a
number of ways to do this.

The ISO/OSI Reference Model

The International Standards Organization (ISO) Open Sr.stems Interconnect (OSI)

Reference Model defines seven layers of communications t),pes, and the interfaces
among them. Each layer depends on the services pror,.ided bv the laver below it, all the
way dort n to the physical network hardware, such as the computer's network interface

card, and the wires that connect the cards together.

An easy way to look at this is to compare this model with something u,e use daily: the
telephone. In order for you and I to talk when \ re're out of earshot, we need a device
like a telephone. (In the ISO/OSI model, this is at the application layer.) The telephones,
of course, are useless unless they have the abilitv to translate the sound into electronic
pulses that can be transferred over n ire ancl back again. (These funclions are provided
in layers below the application layer.) Finallr,, r,r,'e get dorvn to the phr.'sical connection:
both must be plugged into an outlet that is connected to a su,itch that's part of the
telephone slrstern's network of switches.

If I place a call to you, I pick up the receiver, and dial your number. This number
specifies which central office to which to send my request, and then which phone
from that central office to ring. Once you answer the phone, we begin talking, and our
session has begun. Conceptually, computer networks function exactly the same wav.

It isn't important for vou to memorize the ISO/OSI Reference Model's layers; but it's
useful to know that they exist, and that each layer cannot work without the services

provided by the layer below it.

TCP / IP:

TCP/IP (Transport Conkol Protocol/Internet Protocol) is the "language" of the
Internet. Anything that can learn to " speak TCP/ iP can plav on the Internet. This is
functionality that occurs at the Nehvork (IP) and Transport (TCP) lavers in the ISO/
OSI Reference Model. Consequentlv, a host that has TCP/IP functionalitv (such as

Unix, AS/2, MacOS, or Windows NT) can easilr'support applications (such as

Netscape's Navigator) that uses the netn ork.
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Services for security:

The services are intended to counter securitv attacks, and they make use of one o:
more securitv mechanisms to provide the service. These are :

1. Confidentiality: Ensure that the information in a computer s_vstem and transmitteei
ir-rJormation are accessibie only for reacling by authorized parhies. This Wpe or
access includes printing displaying and other forms of disclosure, including simph
revealing the existence of an object.

2. Authentication: Ensure that the origin of a message or electronic clocument is
correctlv with an assurance that the identity is not false;

Integrity: Ensures that only authorized parties are able to modifv computer system,s
assets and transmitted information. Modification includes writing, char-rging,
changing status, deieting, creating and delaving or replaving of transmittecl
messages.

Non-repudiation: Requires that neither the sender nor the receiver of a message
is able to denv the transmission.

Access control: Require that access to informaticrn resources may be controllecl
by or for the target system.

6. Availability: Require that computer systems assets be available to authorized
parties when needed.

Attacks:

Attacks on the security of a computer system or network are best characterizecl by
viewing the function of a computer svstem as provided information. This normal flow
is depicted in figure 1
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Fig-1 : Categorization of these attacks is passive attacks and active attacks.
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Passive attacks: In this, the goal of the attacker is to obtarn inlormation that is being
h'ansmitted. Two types of passive attacks are release of message contents and traffic
anaiysis.

Active attacks: These attacks involve some modificatron of the data stream or the

creation of false stream and can be sub divided into 4 categories: Masquerade, ReplaY,

Modification of messages, and denial of service.

TYPES AND SOURCES OF NETWORK THREATS

Denial-of-Service

DoS (Denial-of-Service) attacks are probably the nastiest, and most difficult to address.

These are the nastiest, because they're verv easy to launch, difficult (sometimes

impossible) to track, and it isn't easy to refuse the requests of the attacker, without also

refusing legitimate requests for service.

Unauthorized Access

"Llnauthorized access" i.s a veLv high-level term that can refer to a number of different
sorts of attacks. The goal of these attacks is to access some resource that your machine

shoulcl not provide the attacker. For example, a host might be a web server, and should

provide anyone with requested web pages. Hou.ever, that host should not provide
comrnand shell access without being sure that the person making such a request is

someone who should get it, such as a local administrator.

Where Do They Come From?

How, thugh, does an attacker gain access to 1.6r, equipment? Through any connection
that you have to the outside u,orld. This includes Internet connections, dial-up modems,

and even ph).sical access. (Hou, do vou kno'r,r'that one of the temps that you've brought
in to help with the data entry isn't reallr. a svstem cracker looking for passwords, data

phone numbers, vullerabilities and anr.tiring else that can get him access to vour
equipment?)

In order to be able to adequatel,v address securitr', all possible avenues of entry must
be identified and evaluated. The securitv of that entn- point must be consistent with
vour stated policy on acceptable risk levels,

Hope you have backups

This isn't just a good idea from a securih- point of r-j.en.. Operational requirements
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should dictate the backup policy, and this shoulcl be closely coordinatect with a disaster
recovery plan, such that if an airplane crashes into your buil<1ing one night, you,ll be
able to carry on your business from another location. Similarly, these can be useful ir-r
recovering your data in the event of an electronic disaster: a harclr,r.are failure, or a
breakin that changes or otherwise damages vour data.

Don't put data where it doesn't need to be

Although this should go without saying, this doesn't occur to lots of folks. As a result,
information that doesn't need to be accessible from the outsicle worlcl sometimes is,
and this can needlessly increase the severity of a break-in ciramatically.

Avoid systems with single points of failure
Any security system that can be broken by breaking through an\. one component isn,t
really very strong. In security, a degree of redundancv is goocl, ancl can help you protect
your organization from a minor security breach becoming a catastrophe.

FIREWALLS

A firewall provides a strong barrier between a private net'n-ork ancl the Internet.
Firewalls can be set to restrict the number of open ports , n hat type of packets are
passed through and which protocols are allort ed through . On a should have a
good firewall in place before implementing a VPN, but a firewall can also be
used to terminate the VPN sessions .

Application
gateway

Packet
filtering
router

Corporate
network

Securily
perimeter

lnside Outside
LAN LAN

i:. fr iJ

Fig-2: A fire wall consisting of two packet filters and an application gateway
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As we've seen in our discussion of the hrternet and si:rLilar networks, connecting an
organization to the Internet provides a two-wav flow of traffic. This is clearly
undesirable in many organizatrons, as proprietary information is often displayed freely
within a corporate intranet (that is, a TCP/IP network, modeled #ter the Internet that
only works within the organization).

In order to provide some level of separation betw'een an orgatization's intranet and
the Internet firewalls have been employed. A firewall is sirrrply a group of components
that collectively form a barrier between two networks.

Types of Firewalls

There are three basic types of firewalls, and we'll consider each of them. These are :

Application Gateways

The first firewalls were application gateways, and are someti:nes known as proxy
gateways. These are made up of bastion hosG that rul special software to act as a
proxy server. This software runs at the Application Laver of our old friend the ISO/
OSI Reference Modef hence the name. Clients behind the firen'all must be proxitized
(that is, must know how to use the proxy, and be configured to do so) in order to use
Internet services. Traditionally, these have been the most secure, trccause they don't
allow anything to pass by default, but need to have the programs written and turned
on in order to begin passing traffic.

Conn+ction to l5P

Acc:s Router

E-xternel Gaterrney LAN

Cho[e Router

Beck xc.r€

Fig-3: A sample application gateway
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Packet Filtering

Packetfiltering is a technique whereby routers have ACLs (Access Control Lists) turned
on. Bv default, a router will pass all traffic sent it, and will do so without any sort of
restrictions. Employing ACLs is a method for enforcingyour security policy with regard
to what sorts of access you allow- the outside world to have to vour internal network,
and vice-versa. There is less overhead in packet filtering than with an application
gateway, because the feafure of access conkol is performed at a lower ISO/OSI layer
(typically, the transport or session layer).

Hybrid Systems

In an attempt to marry the securitv of the application layer gatewavs with the flexibility
and speed of packet filtering, some vendors have created systems that use the principles
of both. f,unnE$iur tE lSP

Accrs Hout+r

Choks Rout*r

Your fompany Estrkhonc

LAH 3

Fig-4: A sample packet filtering gateway

NETWORK SECURITY CAN BE DONE BY VARIOUS METHODS.

1. Virtual Private Network: (VPN) :

A virtual private network ( VPN ) is a way to use a public telecomrnunication
infrastructure , such as the Internet, to provide remote offices or individual users
with secure access to their otgarizatton's network. A virtual private network can be
contrasted with an expensive system of owned or leased lines that can only be
usedbyoneorganization.Thegoal of aVPN is toprovidetheorganizatron with the
same capabilities, but at a much lower cost
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Implementation of network security by VPN.

Step 1. - The remote user dials into their local ISP and logs into the
usual. Rernote [tf]user ,,.#

LEI

+

J/

ISP's network as

Security
Seryer

Step 2. - When comectivity to the corporate netr,r'ork rs c1esuec1, the user initiates a
tunnel request to the destination Securitt' serr.er on the corporate netr,r-ork. The security
server authenticates the user and creates the other end of furutel.

Office 2

Office 3

(a)
Fig : a) A leased line private network

Office 3

(b)

Fig : b) A vktual private network
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Fig: d) Encryption Process

Corporate Hetwurk
Fi,:rLder':r Fire +rrirll

Security
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Fig: c) Tunneling

Step 3. - The user then sends data through the tunnel u,hich encrl.pted by the VPN
software before being sent over the ISP connection.

Remote
uSer

Con'rputing Trenclz
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Step 4. - The destination Security server receives the encrypted data and decrypts. The

Security server then forwards the decrypted data packets onto the corporate network.

Any information sent back to the Remote user is also encrypted before being sent over

the Internet. Remote
user

forporate Hetwsrk
REuter or FirEwBll

IPSee :

Internet Protocol Security Protocol (IPSec) provides enhanced security features

such as better encryption algorithms and more comprehensive authentication .

IPSec has two encryption modes : tunnel and transport. Tunnel encrypts the

header and the payload of each packet while transport only encrypts the payload.

Only systems that are II'Sec compliant can take advantage of this Protocol. Also

, aII devices must use a common key and the firewalls of each network must
have very sirnilar security policies set up. IPSec can encrypt data between various

devices, such as:

Router to router, Firewall to router, PC to routet, PC to server

A software firewall can be installed on the computer at your home that has an

Internet connection. This computer is considered a gateway because it provides

the only point of access between the network and the Internet.

CONCLUSIONS

Security is a very difficult topic. Everyone has a different idea of what "security" is,
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and what levels of risk are acceptable. The key for building a secure networ-k is to
define what security means to your organization. Once that has been definecl,
everything that goes on with the network can be evaluated with respect to that policr-
Projects and systems can then be broken down into their components, and it becomes
much simpler to decide whether what is proposed will conJlict with your securitv
policies and practices.

Many people pay great amounts of 1ip service to security, but rlo not want to be botherecl
with it when it gets in their way. It's important to build systems and netr,r,orks ir1 sucl-r
a way that the user is not constantly reminded of the security system around him.
Users who find securitv policies and systems too restrictive will find ways around
them. It's important to get their feedback to understand what can be improved, and
it's important to let them know why what's been done has been, the sorts of risks that
are deemed unacceptable, and what has been done to minimize the organization s

exposure to them.

Security is evervbody's business, and only with everyone's cooperation, an intelligent
policy, and consistent practices, will it be achievable.
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